Data Protection Act FERGUS Hotels

In this section the privacy politics developed by FERGUSMED S.L. (with address at
Gremi Hortolans, 11. Piso 1, Puerta 12 07009 Palma de Mallorca - España, CIF B57813602) are exposed, in order to protect the information of personal character
that you may supply when visiting this web page.
The personal data provided by the User will be included in a file kept under the
responsibility of FERGUSMED S.L. in accordance with the provisions of the current
regulations on Protection of Personal Data, in order to allow the proper working of
the Website, the management and provision of the services requested through it
as well as any service that may be derived from staying at the hotel. The personal
data of the User will be treated in accordance with the requirements established in
the aforementioned law and its implementing regulations, and will be kept for the
strictly necessary period of time in compliance with the current regulations.
To this end FERGUS Hotels uses the platform Salesforce.com, Inc. located at The
Landmark @ One Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105, USA. and as a result,
international transfers will be made to the US, a country that adheres to the
Privacy Shield recognized in the EU Decision 2016/1250 of the European
Commission.
By virtue of this clause the users are informed that their data will be communicated
to banks and savings banks, public administrations and the competent authority, as
well as to all those companies that can provide a service to FERGUSMED SL in
relation to the additional services that may be required by the guest. The same shall
apply to those companies of the group needed to provide the required services.
This communication is essential to meet current regulations.
According to the in force legal regime in data protection of personal character the
user is informed that, all the supplied data when visiting this page will be
introduced in the files of manual treatment or automated ownership and
responsibility of FERGUSMED S.L., with the following purposes that cover our
activity: a) transact the booking request that has been in its case executed; b) send
information and publicity of products and services commercialized by
FERGUSMED S.L., in particular regarding hotels and or other touristic activities
that it transacts (through post, phone, email, or any other media of
communication).
The users may oppose the sending of commercial communications by electronic
means either at the time of providing their data or in each of the commercial
communications addressed to them or at any time, by sending a request for
"unsuscription" to lopd@fergushotels.com
FERGUSMED S.L. guarantees the total privacy of the users’ data and asserts that
the stated data will not be purpose of assignment, unless there is previous
authorization of the affected user, to third societies or to third people, with
exception of the needed intercommunication between hotels and touristic

services companies managed by FERGUSMED S.L. in order to offer the requested
services and keep them informed of our new offers (at limited title these companies
figure in the current web).
To not supply with the data, does not endure any other consequence than the non
subscription to our service of information regarding our products and services,
presuming that you are not interested in receiving publicity and promotional
information of the company. In any case, if you desire punctual information about
our promotions, you can obtain it requesting it at web@fergushotels.com, who will
remit within the most reduced timeframe the brochures that are of your interest.
The information supplied voluntarily by the user will be filed by FERGUSMED S.L.
and, in the case the user does not desire to receive this type of information, we call
that it is communicated through an email to the following
address: lopd@fergushotels.com.
All of the previous will be always carried out with the deepest respect towards your
confidentiality and observing at all times the prescriptions and security measures
enforceable by the applicable legislation and in particular maintain the information
privately and adopt the caution measures intended to avoid their alteration, loss,
non authorized treatment or access.

*FERGUS HOTELS GROUP: FERGUSMED SL, NUEVO TURISMO SL, CALA BLANCA SUITES SA, FERGUSGIO SL,
HOTJAR SL, LOOPING WEBS SLU, EVERGUS ACTIVOS HOTELEROS SL, FERGUSNOVA SL, SOLLER BEACH SL

